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HDR Candidate news
Save the date: 2017 Higher Degree by Research Symposium
When: 16th & 17th October
Where: Wagga Wagga
Higher Degree Research students, along with their supervisors, are asked to save the dates of Monday
16th October and Tuesday 17th October for the Faculty Higher Degree by Research Symposium and
Dinner in Wagga Wagga.
The symposium will provide an opportunity for students to present their work and participate in
workshops with their supervisors, other HDR students and senior researchers.
Registration fees for the symposium will be covered by the faculty, including meals and one night
accommodation in Wagga Wagga on the 16th October (for those travelling to attend).
Formal invitation to follow
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201730 Progress reporting round now open
A reminder that the 201730 progress reporting round is now open. HDR candidates are requested to
complete their part of the report and submit to their Principal Supervisor by the 10th May. Final
submission of reports to the Faculty is due by 31st May. If you have any questions or concerns about
completing your report, please contact Hayley Gifford.
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Academic writing workshops, May

The following sessions are coming up in March and April. These are provided for Higher Degree Research
Candidates, but as always, all other staff and students are warmly welcome. Follow the links below to
register for each session. If you have any questions, please contact Cassily Charles – ccharles@csu.edu.au
1. Three Minute Thesis preparation workshop – 12pm-1pm, Thursday, 4th of May – online – More
details and registration: https://connect.csu.edu.au/prep3mt2017/event/event_info.html
2. Proofread your own grammar – 12pm-1pm, Monday, 8th of May – More details and registration:
https://connect.csu.edu.au/proofread2017/event/event_info.html
3. Audit Your Time – 6pm-7:30pm, Monday, 8th of May – online – More details and registration:
https://connect.csu.edu.au/audit2017/event/event_info.html
4. Quoting and paraphrasing the literature – 12pm-1:30pm, Thursday, 11th of May – online – More
details and registration: https://connect.csu.edu.au/paraphrase2017/event/event_info.html
5. Academic writing style, Part 1 – 1pm-2pm, Monday 15th May – online – More details and
registration: https://connect.csu.edu.au/acadstylepart1/event/event_info.html
6. Academic writing style, Part 2 – 1pm-2pm, Tuesday 16th of May – online – More details and
registration: https://connect.csu.edu.au/acadstylepart2/event/event_info.html
7. Developing your ‘voice’ as a research writer – 6pm-8pm, Wednesday 17th of May – online – More
details and registration: https://connect.csu.edu.au/voice2017/event/event_info.html
8. Three Minute Thesis practice and feedback session – 12pm-1pm, Monday 22nd of May – online –
More details and registration:
https://connect.csu.edu.au/practice3mt2017/event/event_info.html
9. Verb tenses in the thesis – 1pm-2pm, Wednesday the 24th of May – online – More details and
registration: https://connect.csu.edu.au/tenses2017/event/event_info.html
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Face to face professional development sessions in Wagga Wagga
Three courses from Intersect are being delivered face to face on the Wagga Campus. Each workshop is
open for 15 participants. Email: researchpd@csu.edu.au to reserve your place.
Excel for Researchers
This is a full day course on 31 May 2017, 0930 - 1630. Wagga Library Training Room.
You'll learn how to:
● Find, import and ‘clean up’ messy research data
● Organise, format and name your data in Excel
● Analyse your data (answer research questions)
● Interpret your data (filtering, conditional formatting)
● Perform calculations on your data (max, min, average)
● Extract significant findings from your data (pivot tables)
● Manipulate your data (data conversion, dates and times)
● Create graphs and charts to visualise your data.
Data Visualisation with Google Fusion Tables
This is a half-day course on 1 June 2017, 0930 - 1230. Wagga Library Training Room.
You’ll learn how to:
● Import data into Google Fusion Tables
● Merge multiple data sets in Fusion Tables
● Create interactive heat maps on a Google Map
● Vary the way the visualisation is presented in Fusion Tables Preparation Google Fusion Tables is an
experimental Google Drive app.

A personal Gmail account is required to participate in this course. Institutional accounts, such as those at
universities, will not work.
Cleaning & Exploring your Data with Open Refine
This is a half-day course on 1 June 2017, 1300 - 1630. Wagga Library Training Room.
You’ll learn how to:
● Download, install and run Open Refine
● Import data from csv, text or online sources and create projects
● Navigate data using the Open Refine interface
● Explore data by using facets
● Clean data using clustering
● Parse data using GREL syntax
● Extend data using Application Programming Interfaces (APIs)
● Export project for use in other applications Cleaning & Exploring Your Data with Open Refine.
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Professor Clive Hamilton One-day Research Workshop - 7 June
NOTE: EOI closing date for this workshop has been extended to 12 May and is now
open to final year PhD students.
Do you want your research to get noticed? Change how people think?
Following on from the highly successful December workshop in Wagga Wagga, CSU is once again hosting
a one-day workshop led by Professor Clive Hamilton aimed at helping CSU early and mid-career
academics raise the public profile of their research.
The workshop will ask: What makes a research paper interesting to the public? Which outlets should you
aim to get into – the newspapers, ABC News, The Conversation, a specialist program on the ABC? Should
you aim at a global audience? How can you work with the University’s Media Office to get your research
ideas and results out there? What makes for a good media release?
Sunanda Creagh, an editor from The Conversation, will join the workshop to talk about how to pitch
articles to The Conversation.
Workshop numbers will be limited to 7-9 to ensure interaction and some personalised attention to your
research project. Early and mid-career academics from all disciplines and final year PhD students are
welcome to apply.
If you would like to participate, please write a one-page EOI setting out your position at the University,
your research areas, and a statement of your interest in the workshop.
The EOI deadline has been extended to 12 May.
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Upcoming workshop for researchers: Research Writing Resources: Robert Faff workshop
‘Pitching Research’

The Pitching Research workshop will give an overview of Professor Faff’s ‘Pitching
Research’ framework. Specifically, he has developed a simple and methodical template
tool to clarify thinking and sharpen up the drafting of initial proposals for research
projects, well before any major effort has taken place to execute the research. This
‘pitching research’ template is of particular relevance to beginning PhD students and to
early career researchers facing the common challenge of starting a new piece of research,
that they can be confident is worthwhile. But, even for researchers beyond the initial proposal stage of
their project, there is likely to be considerable merit in rethinking the project at regular intervals to keep
it on track. The notion of ‘pitching’ the project anew can benefit the project in many ways, not least of
which is retention of focus, trimming tangential matter, recalibrating the scope and refining the method
to match the type and amount of data that turns out to be available.
About Professor Faff
Professor Faff is Research Director, UQ Business School. Robert has an international reputation in finance
research: securing 13 Australian Research Council grants (> $4 million); >300 refereed journal
publications; career citations >9,800; h-index of 50 (Google Scholar). His particular passion is nurturing
and developing the career trajectories of early career researchers. Robert has supervised more than 30
PhD students to successful completion and examined 50 PhD dissertations. Building on a 35-year
academic career, his latest passion is ‘Pitching Research’, now gaining great traction domestically and
worldwide as exemplified by: >9,400 SSRN downloads; >160 pitching talks/events; at 36 Australian
universities; and spanning 37 countries.
When / To Register:
This session is being run face to face on Wagga Campus on 25 May, 3pm-4.30pm to a live/limited
audience plus will be available to watch live, via adobe connect.
To register via adobe connect - https://connect.csu.edu.au/pitres0516/event/event_info.html
To attend in person please email researchpd@csu.edu.au.
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Research Professional
Don’t forget the great resource we have in ResearchProfessional.
While we are working on a strategy to help find sources of funding
for specific discipline areas, you are the one that knows your
research best, and are the best person to run searches on RP. You
can also set up alerts to let you know when new grants come up.
Also available is GrantReady – this database lists funding
opportunities in Australia, both with a business focus and community focus.
If you need assistance with either of these databases, please contact Kerry Madden.
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The new Budget Approval form
The Research Office is pleased to release the new Budget Approval Form (BAF). The BAF can be used to
calculate the full cost of research projects. Researchers are encouraged to note advice contained in the
BAF ‘User Guide – Instructions’ when completing the form.

For funded projects the BAF is compulsory and the lead CSU researcher on the project is responsible for
completing the form and submitting it to the Research Office, via: research@csu.edu.au The BAF is used
to establish an approved project budget within CSUs Banner Finance and Research Master systems.
For new funding applications, researchers are encouraged to utilise the BAF during grant development to
prepare a project budget prior to an application being submitted to an external funding organisation.
The Research Office is holding a number of short online sessions demonstrating how to make best use of
this form, below are the dates, times and links to register.
Wed 10 May. 10-11am – https://connect.csu.edu.au/baf1/event/event_info.html
For assistance completing the BAF researchers can contact their Faculty Liaison Officers, Research Centre
Business Managers, or the CSU Research Office on 02 6933 2578 or via email research@csu.edu.au
The Budget Approval Form can be accessed here.
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Professional Development
The 2017 Calendar has been updated, have a look through all the great opportunities to support your
candidature and/or research. Some have restricted places, so register early.
Also, if you have/know of a program you would like to promote via this calendar or Bulletin, please advise
the Research Office Professional Development Team via researchpd@csu.edu.au.
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What’s New at the Library?

Have you seen the changes to the Sage Research Methods Online database? You can now access
datasets as part of your searches on SRMO. Have a look at our Research Methods page. If you would
like to find out more, or have any other questions about the Library’s resources, contact one of the
Faculty Liaison Librarian team.
Or you can attend one of our upcoming training sessions:
9th May 2017 Online

Establishing a Research Profile

11th May 2017 Online

EndNote for Windows

16th May 2017 Online

Endnote Online + iPad

18th May 2017 Online

Finding & Using Theses & Dissertations

24th May 2017 Online

Staying up to date with Research Alerts

30th May 2017 Online

Presenting Research Metrics for Grants
and Promotion

31st May 2017 Online

Finding Research Funding Opportunities
including Research Professional

6th Jun 2017 Online

Using Health & Medical Databases

15th Jun 2017 Online

Using Citation Databases (including
Scopus, Web of Science and Google
Scholar)

26th Jun 2017 Online

Presenting Research Metrics for Grants
and Promotion

27th Jun 2017 Online

Using Library Databases

28th Jun 2017 Online

Integration of Endnote & NVivo
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CSU Learning Analytics Research Network (LARN) – invitation to attend launch

The Division of Student Learning is pleased to announce the launch of the CSU Learning Analytics
Research Network (LARN) – an initiative we thought might have relevance to you and your
colleagues.
Learning Analytics, the application of data and technology to enhance learning and teaching, is a
growing area of research across higher education. Recently, many large national grants have been
awarded to projects focussed on learning analytics tools.
The LARN aims to connect CSU academics to lead cutting-edge multi-disciplinary research in this
field. There are substantial opportunities for research and innovation in bringing together
educationalists and learning scientists, computer scientists (especially those working in the areas of
machine learning and AI), data scientists, psychologists and others.
Join us at 3pm on Weds 17 May to welcome Professor Simon Buckingham Shum as he helps us to
launch the CSU Learning Analytics Research Network (LARN).
Simon is a Professor of Learning Informatics and the Director of the Connected Intelligence Centre at
UTS. A highly published researcher, he was one of the founders of the Society for Learning Analytics
Research (SoLAR) and will talk to us about research opportunities in learning analytics. The CSU
Scholarship in Online Learning Group (SOLG) is delighted to host the launch of this new focus on
research in this powerful emerging field.
If you have a research interest in these fields or are interested in learning and teaching research
within your discipline, we would encourage you to attend the LARN launch event to start to meet
some potential collaborators.
Meeting Details
To access the meeting invitation (which contains the video-conference details), double click the link
below and select “accept”. This will place the appointment into your calendar.

S:\Common\ Temp Folder Less Than 60 Days\DSL\SOLG - May Seminar - Launching the CSU
Learning Analytics Research Network.ics

Simon Welsh and Lindy Croft-Piggin
Adaptive Learning & Teaching Services
Division of Student Learning, Charles Sturt University
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Upcoming Centre/School Seminars

o

Centre for Law and Justice

Thursday 25 May (3-4 pm): Presenter: Ruth Townsend. Title: ‘Should Australian paramedics be
regulated as health professionals’.
Abstract: Like some other health practitioners, paramedics have not always worked in the same way that
they do today. For most of their history, paramedics were essentially stretcher bearers who could apply
a bit of first aid. However, in the past 40 years, with advances in technology and medical research, the
role of the paramedic has expanded massively to now include a broad range of high risk interventions
performed in largely uncontrolled and unsurveilled environments. These interventions include sticking
fingers into bodies, with patients who are often disrobed, they deliver babies, administer restricted drugs
like anaesthetic agents and opioids via injections under the skin and into the bone marrow yet, they are
not subject to the same regulation as other health professionals are. Only a year or so ago anyone could
have called themselves a paramedic, without any medical training at all, and not have been in breach of
the law. There are currently no regulatory requirements that establish a minimum standard of education
for entry to the profession, and management of incompetent paramedics, or those who engaged in
misconduct are not subject to standardised, transparent disciplinary proceedings despite the high level
skills and high risk interventions that they perform. This presentation will discuss issues identified in my
PhD research which sets out to answer the question whether, in light of the work paramedics now do,
paramedics in Australia should be regulated the same way as other health professionals and further,
attempt to demonstrate how the law can facilitate paramedicines’ transition from stretcher bearer to
health professional and what this change in regulatory status might mean for paramedics in the future.
You can attend the following video conference facilities or dial in from your computer: VC ADM CA01 860.104; VC ADM
MA01 3004.105; VC ART BA01 1399.204; - Restricted - Call 84061 before booking; VC ART WW01 21.102; VC ADM PT01
801.2008
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o

Schools of Management and Marketing and Accounting and Finance

10 May
17 May

Arnela Ceric
Clifford Lewis, Department of Industry

Venue: School Meeting Rooms on each campus (1411-431 in Bathurst, 764-204 in Thurgoona and 28-214 in Wagga and
VC room in Orange).
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o

School of Computing and Mathematics

10 May
17 May
31 May
28 June
5 July
12 July

Oliver Burmeister
& Zahidul Islam
Xufeng Lin
Rashina Huda
Li-Minn Ang
Quazi Mamum
Zahid Islam

“Healthy aging”
“Digital forensic”
(Mohsin Iftikhsar’s collaborator)
Sensing
E-Health
Data mining

Venue: School Meeting Rooms on each campus (1411-431 in Bathurst, 764-204 in Thurgoona and 28-214 in Wagga and
VC room in Orange).
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BJBS in the Media
Business Hub to inspire Indigenous entrepreneurial spirit
A program to help Indigenous businesses grow and succeed was launched in
Albury on Wednesday 5 April by CSU and the NSW Government's Boosting
Business Innovation Program.
The Walan Mayinygu Indigenous Entrepreneurship Pop Up Hub, developed by
CSU Associate Professor Michelle Evans, aims to further nurture Indigenous businesses across NSW in
2017.
"Walan Mayinygu, which means 'strong for people' in Wiradjuri, is about strengthening Indigenous
entrepreneurship and business nous at the regional level in grassroots firms across NSW," explained
Professor Evans from the University's
Read more at http://news.csu.edu.au/latest-news/society/business-hub-to-inspire-indigenousentrepreneurial-spirit?ZeWlgjH444k1gMgb.99
New Regional businesses need better support
CSU experts in starting up businesses in regional areas worldwide believe these start-ups need and
deserve more support than their city cousins. Entrepreneurs and small
business managers in capital cities and other urban areas enjoy better
developed and more supportive 'entrepreneurial ecosystems' than their
counterparts in regional Australia," said Professor Morgan Miles, who
recently joined CSU from the University of Canterbury in New Zealand.
"These ecosystems, which are very specific to the location of the business,
encompass access to a vast array of services and conditions that encourage
businesses, from personal business skills to national and local government policies.
Read more at http://news.csu.edu.au/latest-news/business-and-commerce/new-regional-businessesneed-better-support?OdwkFDrB6Ww8IP7O.99
From news@csu
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Available Grants

•

Endeavour Scholarships and Fellowship 2018 Round now opened

The program provides opportunities for Australian postgraduate students, and postdoctoral
researchers to undertake international research and professional development in an eligible country
overseas. It also supports university staff, including general and administrative university staff to
undertake professional development overseas under an Endeavour Executive Fellowship.
Providing opportunities for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples is of great importance to
the Department of Education and Training and we are seeking your assistance to promote the
Endeavour Research Fellowship for Indigenous Australians within your universities’ Indigenous
research centres and communities. Should you wish to talk to our team about promotional materials
please contact endeavour.promotions@education.gov.au
International applicants are supported to undertake a full Masters or PhD qualification, as well
short-term research at your university. The program is an excellent opportunity for research schools
to develop international research linkages.
Please encourage potential applicants to read the Application Guidelines and the FAQs section of the
Endeavour Scholarships and Fellowships website. Should an applicant have further questions they
may email the Endeavour inbox directly on endeavour@education.gov.au
The department has tweeted about the opening of the round and we would encourage universities
to retweet this message. http://twitter.com/eduspokesperson?lang=en
Applications close at 11:59pm (AEST) 30 June 2017.
http://internationaleducation.gov.au/endeavour

•

Australia-Germany Research Scheme

Applications are now open for leading researchers in the early stages of their careers to go on research
exchange between Australia and Germany.
Administered nationally since 2015 by Universities Australia with partner organisation, the German
Academic Exchange Service (DAAD), the Australia-Germany Joint Research Cooperation Scheme has
already funded over 170 collaborative research projects.
Chief Executive Belinda Robinson said that research was increasingly international and programs like
this one were important to keeping Australia connected to the global research community.
"Germany is well-known as one of the world's leading research-intensive countries and has an excellent
reputation for international research collaboration," said Universities Australia Chief Executive Belinda
Robinson.

“After the United States and the United Kingdom, Germany ranks third for joint research publications
with Australian universities, so it’s vital for Australian researchers to make connections with their
German counterparts,” she said.
The DAAD is the largest funding organisation in the world supporting the international exchange of
students and scholars.
The scheme funds travel and living costs, enabling Australian researchers to spend time in Germany
working alongside their German counterparts and bringing German researchers to Australia to work in
local research institutions.
“For many Australian universities, Germany is already one of the top priority countries for international
research collaboration. And we are delighted that 35 of Australia’s universities have decided to take
part in the scheme this year.”
The scheme is open to Australian researchers at participating Australian universities in all academic
fields involved in a collaborative project with German research partners.
Since the first round in 2015, this scheme has funded 172 collaborative projects at a total investment
by the DAAD and Australian universities of around AUD $6 million.
Applications are open until 16 June 2017. The scheme acknowledges the support of the Australian
Government Department of Education and Training.
Further information including the application form, and terms and conditions is now available on the
Universities Australia website.
•

Horticulture Innovation Australia

http://horticulture.com.au/tenders/
Investigating the impact of green space on individuals who have experienced trauma

Request for Proposal: Investigating the impact of green space on individuals who have experienced
trauma (GC16003)
Horticulture Innovation Australia is seeking a suitably experienced and qualified firm to provide a
program for “Investigating the impact of green space on individuals who have experienced trauma” that
fits within the theme of “culture and community” under the Green Cities Fund. The research project will
build on the current pool of knowledge on the links between mental health and green space to provide
empirical evidence on the therapeutic use of green space specifically for people experiencing trauma.
People who are experiencing trauma may include people with mental health issues such as dementia,
homeless people, refugees and other immigrant populations with little community support.
The project should be longitudinal and the delivery partners will be expected to partner with existing
organisations working with people who experience trauma. There may also be opportunities to develop
some cost benefit data on the relationship between broad based trauma and urban green space.

Horticulture Innovation Australia has prepared a Request for Proposal (RFP) document that provides
background information, outlines the scope of services, the procurement process and the information
required from interested parties. The RFP is available from tenders.net (you will need to be a member of
tenders.net to access this).
The closing date for responses is 5pm, May 30, 2017.
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Faculty of Business, Justice and Behavioural Sciences (FoBJBS) Human Research
Ethics Committee
The next meeting of the Faculty of Business, Justice and Behavioural Sciences Human Research Ethics
Committee will be held on Tuesday 16 May 2017. The submission deadline for new applications for this
meeting is Monday 8 May 2017 at 3.00 pm.
•

New Low Risk checklist

A revised checklist has been developed for researchers to determine whether their application for ethical
review of their research involving humans should be sent to the Charles Sturt University Human Research
Ethics Committee (HREC) or their respective Faculty Human Research Ethics Committee. The Low Risk
review checklist can be found on the HREC website.
http://www.csu.edu.au/research/ethics_safety/human/hrec_application
•

New Human Research Ethics Application (HREA)

The NEAF form has been replaced by the Human Research Ethics Application (HREA) which is available
at: https://hrea.gov.au/ together with a ‘Getting started Guide’ and a ‘How to Guide’.
Please note that a Project Description/Protocol is a mandatory attachment to a HREA application. Please
tailor the suggested headings to meet the needs of your project, ensuring that you provide adequate
context and justification for your proposal.
Supporting documentation may include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Participant Information Sheets Guidelines
Participant Information Form
Participant Consent Forms Guidelines
Consent Form
interview questions
focus group questions
questionnaires/surveys
advertisements

Please send the HREA with all other documents combined in Adobe into one pdf.
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Publications
Australian Graduate School of Policing and Security

Walsh, P. F. (2017). Applying Qualitative Social Research Designs and Methodologies to Improve Strategic
Intelligence Practice. In S. Marrin (Ed.), Intelligence Analysis, the Social Sciences and History:
Understanding and Explaining International Actors and Outcomes (in-press, due March, 2017).
Psychology
Edited Book
Camfield, D., McIntyre, E., & Sarris, J. (Eds) (2017) Evidence-Based Herbal and Nutritional Treatments for
Anxiety in Psychiatric Disorders. Springer: International Publishing: Switzerland.
Book chapters
Camfield, D., McIntyre, E., & Sarris, J. (2017). The Need for Evidence-Based Herbal and Nutritional Anxiety
Treatments in Psychiatry. In D. Camfield, E. McIntyre, & J. Sarris (Eds), Evidence-Based Herbal and
Nutritional Treatments for Anxiety in Psychiatric Disorders. Springer International Publishing:
Switzerland.
McIntyre, E., Camfield, D., & Sarris, J. (2017). Other Potential Herbal Anxiolytics. In D. Camfield, E.
McIntyre, & J. Sarris (Eds), Evidence-Based Herbal and Nutritional Treatments for Anxiety in
Psychiatric Disorders. Springer International Publishing: Switzerland.
Sarris, J. & McIntyre, E. (2017). Herbal Anxiolytics with Sedative Actions. In D. Camfield, E. McIntyre, & J.
Sarris (Eds), Evidence-Based Herbal and Nutritional Treatments for Anxiety in Psychiatric Disorders.
Springer International Publishing: Switzerland.
Conference presentations
McIntyre, E., Saliba, A., Wiener, K. K. (in press) The use of herbal medicine by adults with anxiety: a
critical exploration of health behaviour. 15th World Congress on Public Health Congress
Proceedings. Presented 4 April 2017.
McIntyre, E., & Glastonbury, S. (2017) Using psychometric assessment tools in the clinical management of
mental health. Australian Journal of Herbal Medicine, 29(1). Workshop presented at International
Conference on Herbal Medicine, 17 March 2017.
Conference paper
Hester, K., Saliba, A. J., & McIntyre, E. (2017) A preliminary exploration of non-coeliac gluten avoidance in
Australia. Grains Research and Development Centre: Grains Research Update.
This paper was presented by PhD candidate Kyah Hester at the GRDC Grains Research Update in
Wagga in February 2017.
School of Accounting and Finance
Harris, B. (2017) ‘Heed Hawke’s call: Australian federalism is an idea whose time has ended’ The
Conversation, 16 January 2017 https://theconversation.com/heed-hawkes-call-australianfederalism-is-an-idea-whose-time-has-ended-71001
Harris, B. (2017) ‘The case for holding politicians to the same standards as company directors’ The
Conversation, 16 March 2017 https://theconversation.com/the-case-for-holding-politicians-tothe-same-disclosure-standards-as-company-directors-74366

Harris, B. (2017) ‘Explainer: Why the High Court ruled Bob Day’s Senate election invalid’, The
Conversation, 5 April 2017 https://theconversation.com/explainer-why-the-high-court-ruledbob-days-election-to-the-senate-invalid-75556
Harris, B. (2016) ‘Too much law and not enough theory – A critique of the Commonwealth Constitution’ (
2016) 18 Southern Cross University Law Review 3.
School of Management and Marketing
Harvey, M., Dabic, M., Kiessling, T., Maley, J. & Moeller, M. (In press). Engaging in duty of care: towards a
terrorism preparedness plan. International Journal of Human Resource Management-special call.
DOI: 10.1080/09585192.2017.1298651. (Tier A, Impact factor, 2.13).
Moeller, M & Maley, J. (In press). MNC Considerations in Identifying and Managing LGB Expatriate
Stigmatisation. International Journal of Management Reviews. (Tier A, Impact factor, 6.28).
Maley, J., Moeller, M. & Harvey, M. (In press). The contextualization of stressors on foreign assignments:
an application to inpatriation. International Journal of Intercultural Relations. Special call. (Tier A,
Impact factor, 1.54).
Book Chapter
Maley, J (2016). Global performance management. In (2nd eds). In Syed, J & Kramar,R, HRM: A global
perspective.Palgrave Macmillan. London. 184-212.
Conference
Kramar R., & Maley, J. (2016). Managing Global Performance Management in Turbulent Times: A
Sustainable HRM Approach. BAM, Newcastle, September.
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